
When Vogel Druck und Medienservice needed to 
expand their short-run capabilities and off er new 
folding options, they chose a KBA C48 commercial web 
press. With a wide variety of other sheet and web presses 
to manage growing client demands, they recognised 
the need for a more effi  cient production management 
system. They also needed a system that would interface 
seamlessly with their SAP fi nancial management 
software. They chose EFI™ Monarch.

Rolf Lenertz, Vogel Druck’s managing director and 
Frank Kagerbauer, commercial director have a team 
of skilled employees who handle daily operations, 
so they focus their attention on developing the 
business and creating greater effi  ciencies. According 
to Lenertz, one of the diffi  culties is that the jobs are 
becoming more and more complex while the runs 
are becoming shorter and shorter. The average print 
job comprises 60,000 copies of 100 pages, and they 
handle about 5,000 of these a year. Many require one 
or more inserts, have diff erent language versions and 
include shipping orders of up to 150 items. The various 
combinations of papers, web widths and weights add 
up to about 1,500 items to manage in the system.

The implementation

Of the nine vendors who responded to a detailed 
requirements specifi cation, four were chosen for 
further review. After each one was intensely scrutinised, 
two were left in the running. Finally, EFI Monarch came 
out on top meeting all of the company’s requirements. 

“Before adopting the catalogue of services with all 
production and performance data from all systems and 
equipment, we checked the data again, updated it or 
prepared new data,” says Jörg Kuchenmeister, assistant 
to the managing director and MIS project manager. 
“Likewise, customer data was taken from the Accounts 
Receivable and Accounts Payable modules in SAP and 
cleaned, and the entire materials management system 
was transferred from SAP into Monarch.
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“Another challenge arose when trying to load the prepress workflow 
PRINECT from Heidelberg for the Signa Station using JDF because 
initially only the header data were transferred. In the future we will  
be working on a Level2 connection for accessing and transferring  
the full range of stored imposition templates and all relevant data, 
which will save a significant amount of time during this process step.  
The connection should also minimise transmission errors and 
redundancies in the system.”

The whole preparatory phase lasted about a year, this included two 
months of parallel operation with Monarch before the system went live.

The benefits

“We wanted a standard system from EFI that required only a few 
adjustments and adaptations. We chose Monarch for two main reasons:  
The PrintFlow planning board and the Auto-Count data collection,” 
says Lenertz.

“PrintFlow is the best scheduling tool on the market,” he says. “We 
plan and track the entire production process on the planning board, 
taking into account all dependencies.” This applies to all production 
departments, where 82 members of staff work in print and 140 in 
the bookbindery, which, with four perfect binders and four saddle 
stitchers as well as other cutting, folding and shrink-wrapping 
machines, is the most complicated part of the production line. 

“We have more than 12 weekly titles that have to be processed within 
24-36 hours,” explains Kuchenmeister. “We used to do the planning 
for them manually on two long planning boards, one for printing and  
one for bookbinding. We have around 5000 jobs go through production  
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every year. Special supplements, different language versions and many  
detailed shipping instructions make the work even more complex, 
which explains why we go through around 200,000 offset plates per 
year. Since installing Monarch, the planning has been done entirely 
on one screen and is now monitored by just one planning manager. 
When he clicks on a job, all production process stages up to delivery 
are indicated by a line. If a job is rescheduled from one printing or 
finishing machine to another with different performance data, the 
system immediately displays how much longer or shorter this will 
make the production and applies all the associated adjustments.

“EFI Auto-Count automatically collects all relevant operating data 
in real time from all presses and workstations and has therefore 
replaced the daily dockets we used to fill out manually, which were 
not collected until two days later and so couldn’t help us promptly 
identify the cause of disruptions or delays in daily operations.”

Auto-Count displays any standardised disruptions immediately in 
PrintFlow and indicates whether the cause is, for example, a plate 
change, production wash-down or a web break on a web press. 

“One important function of Auto-Count is checking the number 
of copies for each print job,” says Kagerbauer. “Once the proof has 
been approved for printing, Auto-Count counts the number of 
copies produced in real time, thus avoiding, through visual display 
on all networked equipment, amongst other things, any over- or 
underproduction, which saves us a great deal of money on every job.” 

“The upstream workflow analysis and the one-year preparatory 
phase was crucial for us to get good results with Monarch from the 
start. We now have a better idea of the real performance data of our 
machines and processes and can therefore improve productivity in 
the management and production departments - and this process is 
not finished yet,” says Lenertz.

“Our goal is to achieve the growth we have planned for our business, 
through the EFI Monarch system as well as the new equipment, 
efficiently and without hiring additional staff and to profitably exploit 
our capacity in all areas.”
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ROLF LENERTZ,  
MANAGING DIRECTOR, 
VOGEL DRUCK 

Left: Rolf Lenertz (l), Frank Kagerbauer and Jörg Kuchenmeister in front of the new KBA C48 commercial web press. 
Right: The plant, boasting 13,000 square metres of production space, extend out behind the reception building.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, 
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, 
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines  
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity.  
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.


